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PURPOSE: To provide the multiple address
communication data transmission method in which data
transmission is finished in a short time for a reception
station with excellent line quality even when a reception
station with deteriorated line quality is in existence.

CONSTITUTION: In the multiple address communication
data transmission method in radio communication in

which data are sent from a transmission station 10
simultaneously to plural reception stations 20-1-20-3,
the plural reception stations 20-1-20-3 are divided into

two groups or over based on the result of the
measurement of the line quality from the transmission
station 10 to the plural reception stations 20-1-20-3 or
its reception performance and location or the like or
both of them prior to the transmission of the multiple

address communication data, and the transmission
station 10 sends the multiple address communication
data to each group of the plural reception stations 20-
1-20-3 and the line between the transmission station

and the reception stations belonging to each group is disconnected sequentially for each group
whose transmission is finished.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and IHPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] In the multiple address data transmission approach in the radiocommunication which
transmits data from the radio station of 1 simultaneously to two or more of other radio stations
As opposed to the radio station of everything [ in advance of transmission of multiple address
data, measure the quality of the circuit from the radio station of 1 to two or more of other radio
stations, respectively, divide two or more of other radio stations into two or more groups based
on this measurement result, and / radio station / of 1 ] but plurality The multiple address data
transmission approach in the radiocommunication characterized by making as [ cut / the circuit

of the other radio stations which belong to this group one by one for every group and the radio
station of 1 which transmitted multiple address data for said every group, and transmission
completed ].

[Claim 2] In the multiple address data transmission approach in the radiocommunication which
transmits data from the radio station of 1 simultaneously to two or more of other radio stations
As opposed to the radio station of everything [ based on the receiving engine performance, an
address, etc., divide two or more of other radio stations into two or more groups, and / radio
station / of 1 ] but plurality The multiple address data transmission approach in the
radiocommunication characterized by making as [ cut / the circuit of the other radio stations
which belong to this group one by one for every group and the radio station of 1 which
transmitted multiple address data for said every group, and transmission completed ].

[Claim 3] In the multiple address data transmission approach in the radiocommunication which
transmits data from the radio station of 1 simultaneously to two or more of other radio stations
In advance of transmission of multiple address data, the quality of the circuit from the radio

station of 1 to two or more of other radio stations is measured, respectively. As opposed to the
radio station of everything [ based on the receiving engine performance, an address, etc., divide

two or more of other radio stations into two or more groups at this measurement result list,

and / radio station / of 1 ] but plurality The multiple address data transmission approach in the
radiocommunication characterized by making as [ cut / the circuit of the other radio stations
which belong to this group one by one for every group and the radio station of 1 which
transmitted multiple address data for said every group, and transmission completed ].

[Translation done.]
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1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] This invention relates to the multiple address data transmission approach
in radiocommunication of satellite communication etc.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In a satellite communication system, broadcast is in one of the
communication service which employed the size of the exposure area of a communication
satellite efficiently.

[0003] Drawing 2 shows an example of this conventional kind of the multiple address data
transmission approach, and, for one, as for the exposure area of a communication satellite 1, and
3, a communication satellite and 2 are [ a sending station and 4-1 to 4-3 ] receiving stations

among drawing. In said configuration, when transmit data 5 is transmitted from a sending station

3 only once to a communication satellite 1, received data 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3 (the content is the
same as that of transmit data 5) will be transmitted from a communication satellite 1 to two or

more receiving stations 4-1 to 4-3, respectively, and simultaneous transmission of the same
data, i.e., the multiple address, will be made. In addition, transmit data 5 and received data 6-1 to
6-3 are the figure (1) which consisted of three data frames a the plurality which has a
predetermined frame structure, and here, and was given to each data frame, (2), and (3). A frame
number is shown.

[0004] By the way, by said system, when the quality of the circuit by the communication satellite

1 is bad, it is possible to produce a data error. For this reason, it is necessary to apply an ARQ
(Auto Repeat Request) method for obtaining the higher transmission quality.

[0005] Drawing 3 shows the example of transmission of the multiple address data at the time of
applying an SR(Selective Repeat)-ARQ method to the communication system of drawing 2 , and
the transmit data with which seven were transmitted to the communication satellite 1 from the
sending station 3, and 8-1 to 8-3 are the received data transmitted to the receiving station 4-1

to 4-3 from the communication satellite 1 among drawing. In addition, the frame containing a
slash shows the data frame received accidentally among received-data 8-1 - 8-3.

[0006] A SR-ARQ method is an ARQ method which carries out the resending demand only of
the frame with which the error was detected among the data frames which the receiving station

received, and has the best transmission efficiency in the fundamental ARQ method in an one-to-
one communication link. That is, it is Pf about a frame error rate. It carries out and infinity, then
its transmission efficiency are set to (1-Pf) in the buffer capacity in a receiving station.

[0007] However, in applying an ARQ method to broadcast an effectual frame error rate changes
with numbers of receiving stations, now and a receiving station — n games — existing — frame
error rate Pf with all equal receiving stations it is — supposing — the effectual frame error rate

(probability for an error to arise among n games in one of receiving stations) Ps seen from the
sending station — Ps =1-(1-Pf) n It becomes. It is because the frame must be resent in

broadcast if the frame transmitted from the sending station is received accidentally in at least

one office in all receiving stations. That is, when applying an ARQ method to broadcast, they are
the increment in a several n receiving station, and the frame error rate Pf of a receiving station.
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Degradation becomes the factor which reduces transmission efficiency. It is the frame error rate

Pf further again. If at least one extremely bad receiving station exists, all other receiving stations

with sufficient circuit quality will cause decline in transmission efficiency under the effect of the

receiving station.

[0008] In the example of drawing 3 , since it sets to received data 8-3, and the data of frame
number (1) - (5) are continuing being received accidentally, namely, all the data of frame number
(1) - (5) are continuing being received accidentally in a receiving station 4-3, the data frame of

frame number (1) - (5) is continuing being repeatedly sent out into transmit data 7.

Consequently, in received data 8-1 and 8-2, the data of frame number (1) - (5) are received

correctly, namely, although all the data of frame number (1) - (5) are already correctly received

by a receiving station 4-1 and 4-2, the same data will continue being received until said

receiving station 4-3 can receive correctly.

[0009]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Thus, when the ARQ method was applied to

broadcast as it was, the receiving station where circuit quality is bad reduced the transmission

efficiency of a receiving station with sufficient circuit quality and at least especially one
receiving station where circuit quality is extremely bad existed, the transmission efficiency of all

other receiving stations was reduced remarkably, and there was a trouble of carrying out long

duration restraint to a receiving station with sufficient circuit quality.

[0010] This invention solves the conventional trouble mentioned above, even if the receiving

station where circuit quality is bad exists, data transmission is made to complete to a receiving

station with sufficient circuit quality for a short time, and it aims at offering long duration and the
multiple address data transmission approach without restricting unnecessarily.

[0011]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In the multiple address data transmission approach in the

radiocommunication which transmits data from the radio station of 1 simultaneously to two or

more of other radio stations as claim 1 in order to solve said trouble in this invention As opposed
to the radio station of everything [ in advance of transmission of multiple address data, measure
the quality of the circuit from the radio station of 1 to two or more of other radio stations,

respectively, divide two or more of other radio stations into two or more groups based on this

measurement result, and / radio station / of 1 ] but plurality As the multiple address data

transmission approach in the radiocommunication made as [ cut / the circuit of the other radio

stations which belong to this group one by one for every group and the radio station of 1 which
transmitted multiple address data for said every group, and transmission completed ], and claim 2

In the multiple address data transmission approach in the radiocommunication which transmits

data from the radio station of 1 simultaneously to two or more of other radio stations As
opposed to the radio station of everything [ based on the receiving engine performance, an
address, etc., divide two or more of other radio stations into two or more groups, and / radio

station / of 1 ] but plurality As the multiple address data transmission approach in the

radiocommunication made as [ cut / the circuit of the other radio stations which belong to this

group one by one for every group and the radio station of 1 which transmitted multiple address
data for said every group, and transmission completed ], and claim 3 In the multiple address data
transmission approach in the radiocommunication which transmits data from the radio station of

1 simultaneously to two or more of other radio stations In advance of transmission of multiple

address data, the quality of the circuit from the radio station of 1 to two or more of other radio

stations is measured, respectively. As opposed to the radio station of everything [ based on the
receiving engine performance, an address, etc., divide two or more of other radio stations into

two or more groups at this measurement result list, and / radio station / of 1 ] but plurality

Multiple address data are transmitted for said every group, and the multiple address data

transmission approach in the radiocommunication made as [ cut / the circuit of the other radio

stations which belong to this group one by one for every group and the radio station of 1 which
transmission completed ] is proposed.

[0012]

[Function] According to claim 1 of this invention, in advance of transmission of multiple address
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data, the quality of the circuit from the radio station of 1 to two or more of other radio stations

is measured, respectively. As opposed to the radio station of everything [ based on this

measurement result, two or more of other radio stations are divided into two or more groups,

and / radio station / of 1 ] but plurality Transmission of multiple address data is performed for

said every group, and the circuit of the other radio stations which belong to this group one by
one for every group and the radio station of 1 which transmission completed is cut. Moreover,
according to claim 2, two or more of other radio stations are divided into two or more groups
based on the receiving engine performance, an address, etc., transmission of multiple address
data is performed from the radio station of 1 for said every group to two or more of other radio

stations, and the circuit of the other radio stations which belong to this group one by one for

every group and the radio station of 1 which transmission completed is cut. Moreover, according
to claim 3, in advance of transmission of multiple address data, the quality of the circuit from the
radio station of 1 to two or more of other radio stations is measured, respectively. As opposed
to the radio station of everything [ based on the receiving engine performance, an address, etc.,

two or more of other radio stations are divided into two or more groups at this measurement
result list, and / radio station / of 1 ] but plurality Transmission of multiple address data is

performed for said every group, and the circuit of the other radio stations which belong to this

group one by one for every group and the radio station of 1 which transmission completed is cut

[0013]

[Example] Drawing 1 shows one example of the multiple address data transmission approach in

radiocommunication of this invention, and, for the exposure area of a communication satellite 1,

and 10, as for a receiving station and 30, a sending station, 2CM, 20-2, and 20-3 are [ one / a
communication satellite and 2 / transmit data, 40-1, 40-2, and 40-3 ] received data among
drawing.

[0014] The sending station 10 is equipped with the circuit quality test section 11, the group
division section 12, the data transmission section 13-1 and 13-2, and a control section 14. In

advance of transmission of multiple address data, the circuit quality test section 1 1 is measured
by carrying out so that the quality of the circuit to each receiving station 20-1 to 20-3 may be
mentioned later, respectively. The group division section 12 divides each receiving station 20-1
to 20-3 into two or more groups, the group G1 with circuit quality sufficient here, and the group
G2 with bad circuit quality based on the measurement result searched for by said circuit quality

test section 11. The data transmission section 13-1 and 13-2 perform data transmission by the
SR-ARQ method independently to the receiving station belonging to groups G1 and G2,
respectively. A control section 14 performs connection, cutting control, etc. of the advice of
various kinds of information to a receiving station, and a circuit while it controls said each part
and performs measurement of circuit quality, group division, and multiple address data
transmission.

[0015] The receiving station 20-1 to 20-3 is equipped with the group information attaching part

21, the data extraction section 22, and a control section 23, respectively (however, these show a
receiving station 20-3 on account of a drawing.). The group information attaching part 21 holds
the group number G1 or G2 here [ group information and here ] where it is notified from a
sending station 10. The data extraction section 22 extracts only the data corresponding to the
group who corresponds from the inside of the data received. A control section 23 performs
sending out of various kinds of reply signals to a sending station etc. while it controls said each
part and performs the group information maintenance and data extraction.

[0016] Drawing^ shows the transmit timing of the reply signal from a receiving station, and an
example of the frame structure to the frame structure list of the transmit data in said system,
inside of drawing, and 30a — one frame of transmit data 30 — being shown — unique WORD a1

and control signal a2 And data a3 from — it is constituted. Moreover, 50-1, 50-2, and 50-3 are
the reply signals of a receiving station 20-1, 20-2, and 20-3 among drawing, respectively, and
these signals are the control signals a2 of transmit data 30. It is transmitted in time sharing so
that it may not collide mutually based on the timing information set up and transmitted to inside,

one frame of this reply signal 50-1 to 50-3 — unique WORD b1 and control signal b2 And data
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b3 from — it is constituted and this reply signal 50-1 to 50-3 is used as measurement of the

circuit quality for every receiving station 20-1 to 20-3, or a reply signal for ARQ.
[0017] Next, actuation of said system is explained.

[0018] First, the control section 14 of a sending station 10 is the control signal b2 in transmit

data 30. The purport which uses and measures circuit quality is notified to all receiving stations.

Each receiving station 20-1 to 20-3 is the data b3 of a reply signal by the control section 23,

when said advice is received. While setting PN pattern for measurement of circuit quality as
inside, it is a control signal b2. The information which shows the purport which is transmitting

this PN pattern is set as inside, and this is transmitted to it.

[0019] A sending station 10 will measure the circuit quality to each receiving station 20-1 to 20-
3 by comparing PN pattern in this reply signal with PN pattern generated inside in the circuit

quality test section 1 1, if said reply signal is received. In addition, discernment of each receiving

station 20-1 to 20-3 is the control signal b2 of a reply signal. It is realizable by setting each
office number as inside.

[0020] Next, by the group division section 12, based on the measurement result of the circuit

quality mentioned above, division 20-1, for example, a receiving station, and 20-2 are divided into

a group G1, and a sending station 10 divides a receiving station 20-3 into a group G2 for a

receiving station 20-1 to 20-3 at groups G1 and G2. Furthermore, the control section 14 of a

sending station 10 uses transmit data 30 for the result of said group division, namely, is a control

signal a2. The group number is set as data a3, and the office number of a receiving station is

notified to each receiving station 20-1 to 20-3 again. In addition, since this advice needs to

guarantee sufficient reliability, continuous transmission of it is continued and carried out to two
or more frames. Each receiving station 20-1 to 20-3 will write the corresponding group number
in the group information attaching part 21, respectively, if said advice is received.

[0021] Then, the control section 14 of a sending station 10 is the control signal a2 of transmit

data 30. It uses, transmission initiation of multiple address data is notified to all receiving

stations, and each receiving station 20-1 to 20-3 which received this advice will be in the state

waiting for data transmission.

[0022] Next, to the data which it is going to transmit, the control section 14 of a sending station

10 adds the group number to the control signal for every data frame, makes with the data
corresponding to each groups G1 and G2, and is distributed to the data transmission section 13-

1 and 13-2. The data transmission section 13-1 and 13-2 transmit transmit data 30, nothing, and
this to each receiving station 20-1 to 20-3 for every frame, respectively, combining the data

corresponding to groups G1 and G2 by turns.

[0023] Although said transmit data 30 will be received in each receiving station 20-1 to 20-3 as
received data 40-1 to 40-3 (the content is the same as that of transmit data 30), respectively

The data extraction section 22 of each receiving station 20-1 to 20-3 only the data

corresponding to the group who corresponds from received data 40-1 to 40-3, respectively That
is, only the data frame of group G1 response is extracted in a receiving station 20-1 and 20-2,

and only the data frame of group G2 response is extracted in a receiving station 20~3, and it

receives. Moreover, if there is a correctly unreceivable data frame in this case, the control

section 23 of each receiving station 20-1 to 20-3 will be the control signal b2 of a reply signal.

While setting as inside the information which shows the purport which are the office number or
the group number, and a resending demand, that frame number is set up into data b3, and this is

transmitted.

[0024] Then, when transmission of the data in one of groups is completed, a sending station 10
is the control signal a2 of transmit data 30. Cutting of the circuit of broadcast is notified to the
receiving station which uses and belongs to an applicable group.

[0025] In addition, the figure (1-1) given to each frame of transmit data 30 and received data 40-
1 to 40-3, (2-1), and (1-2) (2-2), A front figure shows the group number inside, and a back figure

shows a frame number, respectively.

[0026] Drawing 5 shows the example of transmission of the multiple address data in said system,
and, as for 31, transmit data, 41-1, 41-2, and 41-3 are received data among drawing. In addition,

the frame containing a slash shows the data frame received accidentally among received-data
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41-1 - 41-3. Although it sets to received data 41-3, and the data of frame number (1) - (3) are

continuing being received accidentally, namely, all the data of frame number (1) - (3) are

continuing being received accidentally here in the receiving station 20-3 belonging to a group G2
In received data 41-1 and 41-2, the data of frame number (1) - (3) are received correctly. That
is, since all the data of - (3) are received correctly, the data frame of frame number (1) frame
number [ corresponding to a group G1 3 (1) - (3) is not repeatedly sent out to the receiving

station 20-1 belonging to a group G1, and 20-2 into transmit data 31. Consequently, -2 adheres
to a repetition of a data frame, a receiving station 20-1, and the transmit data to a receiving

station 20-3, i.e., 20 frame-number (1) - (3), there is nothing, and the thing of a new frame
number (4), (5), and .... for which a data frame is received becomes possible.

[0027] In addition, although the group division of each receiving station was carried out based on
the measurement result of circuit quality in said example, it is also possible to be also able to
carry out a group division beforehand from the class (a helical antenna, electronic tailing

antenna, etc.) of antenna of a receiving station, an address, receiving engine performance, — the
center or edge of exposure area, whether it is at sea, or it is ashore —

,
etc., and to carry out a

group division based on both these and said measurement result

[0028] Drawing_6 shows other examples of transmission of the multiple address data in this

invention, and shows the case where it makes as [ perform / multiple address data
transmission ], to a group G1 here with the FEC/ARQ method which combined SR-ARQ and an
error correction to the group G2 with the SR-ARQ method again. That is, among drawing,

transmit data, 42-1, 42-2, and 42-3 are received data, and 32 show the data frame which
recovered the data frame by which the frame containing a slash with narrow spacing was
received accidentally by the error correction although the frame into which the slash with large

spacing went again was received accidentally among received-data 42-1 - 42-3.

[0029] Although the receiving station 20-1 where this example belongs to a group G1, and 20-2
have good circuit quality and data transmission with high transmission efficiency is possible by
the SR-ARQ method Since the receiving station 20-3 belonging to a group G2 has bad circuit

quality and transmission efficiency sufficient by the SR-ARQ method is not acquired It is not
necessary not only to affect the receiving station belonging to a group G1, but it makes as

[ perform / a FEC/ARQ method / data transmission ], and the efficient data transmission of the
receiving station belonging to a group G2 becomes possible to the receiving station belonging to

a group G2.

[0030] Drawing 7 shows the example of transmission of further others of the multiple address
data in this invention, and while applying an SR-ARQ method to groups G1 and G2, transmission
of a data frame is performed from a group G1, and here shows the case where it makes as

[ transmit / the data frame to a group G2 ], after transmission to this group G1 is completed.
Namely, as for 33, the data frame by which transmit data, 43-1

,
43-2, and 43-3 are received

data, and were received accidentally [ frame / into which the slash went among received-data
43-1 - 43-3 ] is shown among drawing.

[0031] According to this example, transmission of data [ as opposed to a group G2 in under
transmission of the data to a group G1 ] is not performed. Moreover, since the receiving station

belonging to a group G1 has good circuit quality and data transmission with high transmission
efficiency is possible It can be made to complete for a short time extremely, without being
influenced of the receiving station 20-3 which belongs the receiving station 20-1 belonging to
this group G1, and the data transmission to 20-2 to the group G2 with bad circuit quality.

[0032] In addition, in this invention, you may make as [ transmit / only the count beforehand
decided according to the quality of the circuit for every group / data ], without using an ARQ
method. Moreover, although old explanation explained the sending station and the receiving

station as another thing, it is arbitrary whether which radio station turns into a sending station or
it becomes a receiving station.

[0033]

[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, according to claim 1 of this invention, by measuring
the quality of the circuit from the radio station of 1 to two or more of other radio stations,

respectively By being able to divide two or more of other radio stations of a receiving side into
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two or more [ per circuit quality ] groups, and transmitting multiple address data for every group

who this divided from the radio station of 1 of a transmitting side to two or more of other radio

stations of a receiving side It is not influenced of the radio station where the radio station

belonging to a group with sufficient circuit quality belongs to a group with bad circuit quality. By
cutting the circuit of the radio station of a receiving side and the radio station of a transmitting

side which became possible [ performing efficient data transmission ], and transmission

completed and which belong to this group one by one for every group Other communication links

can be performed without being able to make the radio station belonging to a group with

sufficient circuit quality open from the circuit of multiple address data beyond the radio station

belonging to a group with bad circuit quality, and restricting it unnecessarily.

[0034] Moreover, according to claim 2 of this invention, without measuring the quality of the

circuit from the radio station of 1 to two or more of other radio stations in advance of

transmission of multiple address data, respectively, based on the receiving engine performance,

an address, etc., two or more of other radio stations of a receiving side can be divided into two
or more [ per circuit quality ] groups, the part and a process are simplified, and the burden

placed on each radio station becomes light

[0035] Moreover, according to claim 3 of this invention, as a result of measuring the quality of

the circuit from the radio station of 1 to two or more of other radio stations, respectively, based
on the receiving engine performance, an address, etc., two or more of other radio stations of a

receiving side can be divided into two or more [ per circuit quality ] groups at a list, and a more
exact group division can be performed.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3Jn the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] System configuration drawing showing one example of the multiple address data
transmission approach in radiocommunication of this invention

[Drawing 2] System configuration drawing showing an example of the multiple address data
transmission approach in the conventional radiocommunication
[Drawing 3] The explanatory view showing the example of transmission of the multiple address
data at the time of applying a SR-ARQ method to the system of drawing 2
[Drawing 4] The explanatory view showing the transmit timing of the reply signal from a receiving
station, and an example of the frame structure in the frame structure list of the transmit data in

the system of drawing 1

[Drawing 5] The explanatory view showing the example of transmission of the multiple address
data in the system of drawing 1

LDrawing 6] The explanatory view showing other examples of transmission of the multiple
address data in this invention

[Drawing^] The explanatory view showing the example of transmission of further others of the
multiple address data in this invention

[Description of Notations]

1 [ — Circuit quality test section, ] — A communication satellite, 2 — Exposure area, 10 — A
sending station, 1112 — The group division section, 13-1, 13-2 — 14 The data transmission
section, 23 — Control section, 20-1 to 20-3 — A receiving station, 21 — The group information
attaching part, 22 — Data extraction section, 30, 31, 32, 33 [ — / — data. / Unique WORD, a2
b2 — A control signal, a3, and b3 ] — Transmit data, 40-1 to 40-3, 41-1 to 41-3, 42-1 to 42-3,
43-1 to 43-3 — Received data, 50-1 to 50-3 — A reply signal, a1 f and b1

[Translation done.]
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